1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Conceptual cost estimate occurs at 0%--2% of the project completion ([@bib75]; [@bib1]). At the conceptual stage of the project, cost prediction is a critical process where crucial decisions about the project depend on it and limited information about the project is available ([@bib38]). Feasibility study cost estimate occurs at 1%--15% of the project completion based on the parametric model where its accuracy varies from -30% to +50% ([@bib1]). Capacity factored model, analog model (near neighbor) and parametric model are conducted to perform such conceptual estimate where its accuracy varies from -50% to +100% ([@bib1]). However, parametric cost estimate resents more accurate results than capacity factored model and analog model where parametric cost estimate deeply construct cost estimating relationships (CERs) between cost and cost predictors ([@bib75]; [@bib1]).

Parametric cost modeling is creating a model based on key cost drivers extracted from experts' experience or the collected past cases by conducting statistical analyses([@bib25]). The first and the most important step in the parametric cost model development is key cost drivers\' identification. Many previous studies have conducted qualitative approaches such a questionnaire survey \[([@bib68]) ([@bib29])\], Delphi method \[([@bib63]), ([@bib45])\] or Analytical hierarchy method \[([@bib63]), ([@bib67])\] to identify key cost drives. Based on Fifty-two factors of Building construction in Egypt, ten cost drivers have been selected by a questionnaire survey of experts for artificial neural networks (ANNs) cost model ([@bib29]). A questionnaire survey has been operated to identify the input variables for ANNs for cost deviation where 36 factors have been identified ([@bib10]). A questionnaire survey has been conducted to determine significant parameters for ANNs cost prediction model for tunnel construction in Greece ([@bib74]). However, the main gap of these studies is depending only on experts\' opinions, interviews, and questionnaire survey to identify key cost drivers where experts\' opinions may produce biased or wrong opinions. In addition, interviewing experts is a time and effort consuming process.

The second step in the parametric cost model development is formulating mathematical relationships among key cost drivers and the cost of the project within the acceptable prediction accuracy. Many previous studies have applied artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and machine learning (ML) models such as ANNs, regression model, case-based reasoning (CBR), hybrid models such as neural-fuzzy models, and evolutionary computing (EC) such as genetic algorithm (GA) and genetic fuzzy models.

Building information modeling (BIM) can feed data for cost estimation where a predictive ML model such as regression model or ANNs can predicted the project\'s cost on a macro level ([@bib49]). ANN has been applied for cost estimation of sports fields where the general applicability of ANNs model has been investigated ([@bib50]). ANNs model has been conducted to early cost estimate of building projects for reinforced concrete buildings with acceptable performance ([@bib7]). A semilog regression model has performed to develop cost models for residential building projects in German with a prediction accuracy of 7.55% ([@bib88]). Based on 92 building projects, ANNs and supportive vector machine (SVM) have been used to predicted cost and schedule success at the conceptual stage. Such a model has a prediction accuracy of 92% and 80% for cost success and schedule success, respectively ([@bib91]).

Based on 657 building projects in Germany, a multistep ahead approach is conducted to increase the accuracy of the model\'s prediction ([@bib26]). Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) has incorporated into CBR to build a reliable cost estimation model for highway projects in South Korea ([@bib56]). CBR has been proposed for estimation the preliminary costs of sports field construction based on 16 predictors using 143 construction projects. Different calculations were conducted to formulate the case similarity based on quantitative and qualitative data where the final total error was 14% at the early stage ([@bib60]). Prediction performance of a cost prediction model has been improved by 17.23% and 4.39% for business facilities model and multi-family housings model, respectively. CBR technique applied multiple regression analysis (MRA) technique in the revision phase of the CBR technique where this integration can reliably predict the conceptual cost estimate ([@bib101]).

Parametric cost modeling is to develop a model based on logical or statistical relations of the key cost drivers extracted by conducting qualitative techniques ([@bib27]) or statistical analyses such as factor analysis ([@bib71]) or stepwise regression technique ([@bib28]). Based on more than 1,400 projects, a multilayer of ensemble methods has been developed for forecasting the unit price bids of resurfacing highway projects ([@bib15]). [@bib91a] have applied a random tree model for construction cost index prediction. [@bib93] have built a stacking ensemble learning and text mining to estimate the cost overrun using the project contract document where the accuracy was 44%. Building Information Modelling (BIM) can automate cost estimation process and improve inaccuracies where New Rules of Measurement (NRM) for cost estimation can be extracted for automatic cost estimate based on a 4D BIM modeling software ([@bib57]).

[@bib9] have developed ANNs, regression and hybrid models for cost estimation of spherical storage tanks. The results indicated that ANN was more accurate than hybrid regression model and hybrid ANNs was more accurate then single ANNs. Linear and multiple regression models have been counted to predict the preliminary estimate of road projects in Nigeria at the early stage ([@bib72]). However, the whole

The collected data set was only 50 for seven predictors where it is not sufficient data size to train regression models. [@bib100] have converted time series model into a graph to forecast the construction cost index where the application showed its ability to provide more accurate estimations.

However, the main gap of these studies is developing deterministic predictive models without taking uncertainty nature into account where adding uncertainty nature to the predicted values improves the quality and reliability of the developed models ([@bib96], [@bib97]). Therefore, the purpose of the study is to formulate a general methodology that can be conducted to develop a reliable parametric cost prediction model at the conceptual stage of the project. The proposed methodology should handle the following objectives:1The first research objective is to automatically determine the cost drivers of FCIPs based only on the collected data based on quantitative approaches without depending on experts\' opinions such as questionnaire survey, Delphi methods, or AHP ([@bib27]).2The second research objective is to conduct fuzzy logic theory to prediction modeling to maintain uncertainty to the predicted values.3The third objective is to use the hybrid fuzzy modeling to overcome the fuzzy rules generation problem.

2. Research methodology {#sec2}
=======================

As illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the first step in the proposed methodology is a literature review of the previous practices for key drivers' identification. ML techniques cannot work without data. Accordingly, the second step is data collection of FCIPs historical cases. The third step is model development based on the quantitative approach for key cost drivers identification and fuzzy modeling for cost prediction. The quantitative approach is applying exploratory factor analysis (EFA), regression methods, correlation matrixes, and hybrid methods. The fuzzy modeling can be traditional or hybrid modeling. The final step in model development is model validation.Fig. 1Research methodology.Fig. 1

3. Quantitative approaches for key cost drivers' identification {#sec3}
===============================================================

The purpose of variables selection is to improve the prediction accuracy and provide a better understanding of collected data ([@bib36]). The poor variables selection can decrease model precision. Moreover, identifying cost and project features are time-consuming, difficult, and requires expert knowledge.

Applied ML is basically feature engineering where several methodologies can be applied to select the key predictors. This could be achieved by deleting both irrelevant predictors and redundant predictors based on statistical criteria such as R-squared or P--values ([@bib79]).

After collecting relevant data which represents all variables, statistical methods can be used to analyze data and screen such variables. This study aims to conduct ML models that can accurately and automatically identify the key cost drivers with the fewer number of the project parameters such as construction year or project\'s area. In addition, the study has conducted and compared different statistical techniques such as exploratory factor analysis, regression methods, and correlation matrix scanning to identify the key cost drivers. Accordingly, the current study will conduct these techniques and compare them.

3.1. Applying factor analysis {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------

[@bib71] identified cost drivers that influence construction costs of water treatment plants. Cost drivers have been determined through Descriptive Statistics Ranking (DSR) and EFA. Principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation through five iterations were used to minimize multicollinearity problem. A total of *33* variables were reduced to eight components while using Cattell\'s Scree test reduced variables to four components. [@bib94] have conducted the factor analysis of a covariance and correlation matrix to investigate the significance and correlation of critical factors affecting preliminary cost of roadway projects. [@bib6] identified 23 core estimating competencies classified into skills, knowledge, and personal attributes and also quantified the degree where new estimators lack each competency. The factor analysis has grouped these *23* competencies into seven different factors by using the factor analysis method.

3.2. Applying regression methods {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------

[@bib88] developed conceptual cost models for German residential building project. Historical data were randomly sampled from the Building Cost Information Centre. A total of *75* residential projects has been sampled. Multi-collinearity and singularity problems have been detected and eliminated where the most significant predictors were compactness, the percentage of openings and height of the building for the cost of external walls. These parameters were determined by a backward regression method. [@bib65] described the development of linear regression models to predict the construction cost of buildings, based on *286* sets of data collected in the United Kingdom. Both forward and backward stepwise regression analyses were performed to produce a total of six models. Forty-one independent variables have been identified and classified either as project strategic, site-related or design related.

3.3. Applying correlation methods {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------

[@bib95] presented a general method to incorporate correlations between cost elements in the process of cost estimation. [@bib95] proposed a simulation-based method to estimate project cost while considering correlations between cost elements where it can automatically adjust an infeasible correlation matrix into a close and feasible one very efficiently. The proposed method has first checked the feasibility of the correlation matrix, adjusts it if necessary, then has used the correlations to generate correlated multivariate random vectors to generate outcomes of the cost elements. The method was applied to a full data set of 216 British office buildings. The application result indicated that the impact of correlations was significant and may cause serious problems if neglected. [@bib78] used the correlation matrix for selecting the input project cost variables based on *70* German residential properties. [@bib87] used a series of independent variables for early estimation of building construction cost of residential buildings by regression analysis. These variables serve as cost drivers of a project. As illustrated by the literature survey, most studies conducted factor analysis, regression analysis, or correlation matrix to select the key cost drivers.

4. Fuzzy modeling for prediction {#sec4}
================================

Once the key cost drivers have been identified, a prediction model is required to convert the selected cost drivers to the final output (conceptual cost of the project). Fuzzy logic (FL) is to model human reasoning taking uncertainties possibilities into account where incompleteness, randomness, and ignorance of data are represented in the model ([@bib96], [@bib97]).

Linguistic variables are labels of fuzzy subsets whose values are words or sentences ([@bib98]). Such linguistic terms mean approximation of system features which cannot be represented precisely by quantitative terms. For example, a project cost is a linguistic variable where consists of high cost, medium cost, and low cost. "High cost" is a linguistic term of the project cost, for example, compared with an exact numeric value '33 million dollars'. If--Then rule statements are utilized to formulate the conditional statements that develop FL rules base system. A single fuzzy If--Then rule can be represented by the following:

***If*** *\< fuzzy proposition (x is A*~*1*~*)\>* ***Then*** *\< fuzzy proposition (y is B*~*2*~*)\>*

Where *x* is an input parameter and *A*~*1*~ is a membership function (MF) of *x*, and *y* is an output parameter and *B*~*2*~ is an MF of *y*. Rule-based systems are systems that have more than one rule to represent human logic and experience to the developed system. Aggregation of rules is the process of developing the overall consequent from the individual consequents added by each rule ([@bib85]).

As shown example in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, there are two parameters *X*~*1*~ and *X*~*2*~ where *μ X*~*1*~ *={ a*~*1*~*,b*~*1*~*,c*~*1*~*,d*~*1*~*}, μ X*~*2*~ *={ a*~*2*~*,b*~*2*~*,c*~*2*~*,d*~*2*~*}, μ Y ={ a*~*y*~*, b*~*y*~*, c*~*y*~*, d*~*y*~ *}* and the fuzzy system consists of two rules as following:Rule 1: IF x~1~ is a~1~ AND x~2~ is c~2~ THEN y is a~y~.Rule 2: IF x~1~ is b~1~ AND x~2~ is d~2~ THEN y is b~y~.Where two inputs are used {*X*~*1*~*=4, X*~*2*~*=6*}. Such two inputs intersect with the antecedents MF of the two rules where two consequents rules are produced {*R*~*1*~ and *R*~*2*~} based on minimum intersections ([@bib85]). The consequent rules are aggregated based on maximum intersections where the final crisp value is 3. The aggregated output for *R*~*i*~ rules are given by.Rule 1: μ R~1~ = min \[μ a1 (x1) and μ c2 (x~2~)\]Rule 2: μ R~2~ = min \[μ b1 (x1) and μ d2 (x~2~)\]Y: fuzzification \[max \[R~1~, R~2~\]Fig. 2Fuzzy rules firing.Fig. 2

Fuzzification is converting a numeric value (or crisp value) into a fuzzy input. Conversely, defuzzification is the opposite process of fuzzification where the defuzzification is the conversion of a fuzzy quantity into a crisp value. Max-membership, the center of gravity, weighted average, mean-max, different defuzzification and center of sums are different defuzzification methods ([@bib81]).

4.1. Traditional fuzzy cost model {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------

Many parametric cost models have been developed based on fuzzy theory to utilize uncertainty concepts for a cost estimate. Based on 98 examples, [@bib3]) have developed a cost model for water infrastructure projects where a combination of ANNs and fuzzy set theory are incorporated to develop a more accurate model where mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was 0.8%. Based on 568 Towers, a four input fuzzy clustering model and sensitivity analysis are conducted for estimating telecommunication towers with acceptable MAPE ([@bib69]). [@bib82] have proposed the use of fuzzy numbers for cost range estimating and claimed the fuzzy numbers for fuzzy scheduling range assessment. [@bib84] have conducted a statistical fuzzy approach for prediction of construction cost overrun. Based on 60 respondents and relative important index (RII) scale, five factors are selected of 54 factors to be used as fuzzy model inputs. In addition, the model is validated by four case studies.

[@bib70] have developed an ANNs model for predicting construction materials prices, whereas the FL model is applied to determine the importance degree of each material for ANNs model. Such a model has an acceptable accuracy in the training and testing phases. The FL model is developed for satellite cost estimation. Such model works as a fuzzy expert tool for cost prediction based on two input parameters ([@bib53]).

By surveying the past literature, the studies have developed fuzzy systems without mentioning the method of fuzzy rules generation or the fuzzy rules has been developed based on experts' experience. Determining the fuzzy rules is the main gap of the previous studies. Therefore, a new trend evolves to solve this problem such as developing hybrid fuzzy modeling for the cost estimate purposes such as evolutionary-fuzzy modeling.

4.2. Evolutionary fuzzy systems {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------

Many approaches exist for evolutionary fuzzy hybridization \[([@bib8]) ([@bib73]) ([@bib40])\]. Genetic algorithm (GA) is an effective evolutionary algorithm (EA) used for search and optimization applications ([@bib33]). Selecting the MF for each linguistic variable and developing fuzzy IF-Then rules are the main problems in fuzzy system development ([@bib22]). Traditionally, an expert is consulted to define such fuzzy rules or the fuzzy designer can use the trial and error approach to map the fuzzy rules and MFs. However, such an approach is time-consuming and does not guarantee the optimal set of fuzzy rules.

Moreover, the number of fuzzy IF-Then rules increase exponentially by increasing the number of inputs, linguistic variables or a number of outputs. In addition, the experts cannot easily define all required fuzzy rules and the associated MFs. In many engineering problems, EA has been conducted to automatically develop fuzzy rules and MFs to improve the system performance ([@bib20]; [@bib59]; [@bib64]).

As illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, there are three modules for EA fuzzy systems: A, B and C. Module (A) used EA to develop the optimal fuzzy rules, and module (B) used EA to determine the optimal MFs. whereas module (C) used EA for determining both MFs and Fuzzy rules. [@bib55] have applied GA for tuning and computing MFs for FL controllers to improve the system performance. [@bib47] have developed a genetic fuzzy system for classification. [@bib61], [@bib62] have simplified and generated linguistic and fuzzy rules using GA. Fuzzy rules can be fixed and the MFs are tuned, on the other hand, fuzzy rules can be tuned while the MFs can be fixed. [@bib44] have developed a genetic fuzzy system which can simultaneously generate both rule sets and MFs to eliminate the human need for fuzzy system design.Fig. 3Evolutionary fuzzy systems (A) generating IF-Then rules system (B) generating membership functions system (C) generating both IF-Then rules and membership functions system.Fig. 3

The fuzzy rules base or IF--Then rules are the core of any fuzzy system that consists of a set of IF--Then rules. The performance of any fuzzy system mainly depends on the rule base which are IF--Then rules. Evolutionary learning is a suitable technique as it can incorporate prior knowledge of the developed system ([@bib11]; [@bib14]). The prior knowledge may be in the form of linguistic variables, MF parameters, and fuzzy rules. EA such as GA can be incorporated into the fuzzy system to obtain the learning capability ([@bib42]; [@bib14]). Evolutionary learning can be merged in the fuzzy system to optimize its parameters such as MF parameters, fuzzy rules, and the number of rules. Structure learning (i.e., rule-based learning) and parameter learning (i.e., MF learning) are the two kinds of fuzzy system learning.

Two main approaches exist to conduct evolutionary fuzzy system: Michigan approach ([@bib16]; [@bib13]; [@bib47]), Pittsburgh approach ([@bib43]). Michigan approach is to represent each chromosome as a single rule, whereas the rule set is the entire population. The objective of the EA is to select the optimal subset of chromosomes that represents the optimal set of rules. The Michigan approach is outlined as follows:1.Generate randomly an initial population of fuzzy IF-Then rules.2.Select a sample from the developed population and evaluate the fitness of the rules of the selected sample.3.Generate new individuals of fuzzy IF-Then rules by genetic operators.4.Replace individuals with new individuals of the population.5.Continue until no further improvement of system performance.

On the other hand, Pittsburgh approach represents each chromosome as a set of fuzzy rules where the number of rules constant ([@bib39]). Similarly, Pittsburgh approach can be conducted such as the Michigan approach.

4.3. Hybrid fuzzy cost model {#sec4.3}
----------------------------

[@bib99] have created an improved fuzzy system which is established based on fuzzy c-means (FCM) to solve the problem of fuzzy rules generation. This model has produced better results for scientific cost prediction. [@bib19] have incorporated computation intelligence models such as ANNs, FL, and EA to make a hybrid model which improves the prediction accuracy. Similarly, [@bib19a] have developed an evolutionary fuzzy hybrid neural network for. Conceptual cost estimates. FL is used for fuzzification and defuzzification for inputs and outputs, respectively. GA is utilized for optimizing the parameter of the model such as NN layer connections and FL membership. As a result, an evolutionary fuzzy neural model has been developed for conceptual cost estimation for building projects.

Zhu et al, (2010) have conducted an evolutionary fuzzy neural network model for cost estimation based on eighteen examples and two examples for training and testing, respectively. The previous study has an insufficient sample size for model training where [@bib34] has recommended that 50 + 8*k* may be the minimum sample size, where *k* is the number of predictors. GA is conducted for model optimization and to avoid sinking into local minimum results. [@bib18] have developed a hybrid AI system based on SVM, FL, and GA for decision making construction management. The system has applied the FL to handle uncertainty to the system, SVM to map fuzzy inputs and outputs, and GA to optimize the FL and SVM parameters. The objective of such a system is to produce accurate results with less human interventions, where MF shapes and distributions can be automatically mapped. The past studies have developed cost estimate models based on hybrid fuzzy systems. The objective of the hybrid systems is to develop reliable fuzzy models that have no limitations of the traditional fuzzy model such as fuzzy rules generation.

5. Application to FCIPs {#sec5}
=======================

In this section, the proposed method is applied to the cost estimation of Field canals improvement projects (FCIPs) in Egypt.

5.1. Case background and data collection {#sec5.1}
----------------------------------------

FCIPs are one of the main projects in Irrigation Improvement Projects (IIPs). The strategic aim of these projects is to save fresh water, facilitate water usage and distribution among stakeholders and farmers. To finance this project, conceptual cost models are important to accurately predict preliminary costs at the early stages of the project. FCIPs can be broke down into three main work elements; civil works, mechanical works, and electrical works. Civil works components include the construction of a pipeline, pump house, sump structure, suction pipes, and intake. Mechanical components include the installation of pump sets, irrigation valves, and mechanical connections. Electrical components include electrical boards and electrical connections ([@bib77]; [@bib28]).

[@bib30] have presented an economic analysis and assessment for FCIPs taking into account the time value of money and Life Cycle Cost (LCC) methods. However, the previous study has not presented a model for cost prediction for FCIP. A total of 144 historical cases of FCIPs are randomly collected between 2010 and 2015 based on contracts information ([@bib28]). [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} illustrates a descriptive statistics of collected data where mean and standard deviation are calculated for each variable where 17 variables are named from *P1* to *P17*.Table 1Descriptive statistics.Table 1IDVariablesUnitMinimum valueMaximum value*P*~*1*~Area servedhectare19100*P*~*2*~Average area served sectionshectare2.6513.1*P*~*3*~Total length of pipelinem1191832*P*~*4*~Equivalent Diametermm225313.4*P*~*5*~Duration (working days)day58122.5*P*~*6*~Irrigation valves numberunit327*P*~*7*~Air and pressure relief valves numberunit17*P*~*8*~sump (its diameter 1.7)unit01*P*~*9*~Pump house (its size 3m\*4m)unit01*P*~*10*~Max dischargeliter/sec40120*P*~*11*~Electrical pump dischargeliter/sec40120*P*~*12*~Diesel pump dischargeliter/sec40120*P*~*13*~Orientation\-\-\-\--03*P*~*14*~Construction yearyear20102015*P*~*15*~Rice existence\-\-\-\--01*P*~*16*~Intake existenceunit01*P*~*17*~Ganabiaa canal\-\-\-\-\--01

5.2. Quantitative key cost drivers 'identification {#sec5.2}
--------------------------------------------------

### 5.2.1. Exploratory factor analysis {#sec5.2.1}

Factor analysis is a ML method to convert correlated variables to a lower number of variables called factors. This method can be used to screen data to identify and categorize key parameters. EFA and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) are two types of factor analysis ([@bib76]). There are many types of factoring such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Canonical factor analysis and Image factoring etc. This study uses (PCA) which is a factor extraction method where factor weights are computed to extract the maximum possible variance. Subsequently, the factor model must be rotated for analysis ([@bib76]). The advantage of EFA is to combine two or more variables into a single factor that reduces the number of variables. However, factor analysis cannot interpret the causality of the factored data. The following question should be answered to conduct EFA ([@bib31]):(1)How large the sample needs to be?(2)Is there multicollinearity or singularity?(3)What is the method of data extraction?(4)What is the number of factors to retain?(5)What is the method of factor rotation?(6)Choosing between factor analysis and principal components analysis?, all these questions will be answered in the following sections.

#### 5.2.1.1. Sample size {#sec5.2.1.1}

Components are obtained from small datasets do not generalize as well as those derived from larger samples. Some researchers have suggested using the ratio of sample size to the number of variables as a criterion. In the current study, there are *17* variables and the collected data set are *111* historical cases, the ratio between cases to variables is (6.5). According to ([@bib58]) [@bib35], this ratio is initially acceptable. According to [@bib89] and [@bib21], this sample size is classified as a poor sample. Furthermore, the Kaiser--Meyer--Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) ([@bib51]).

Kaiser-Meyer-Olken)KMO(is another measure to compute the degree of inter-correlations among variables. The KMO statistic varies between zero and one ([@bib52]). A value of zero shows that the sum of partial correlations is large relative to the sum of correlations, which means that there is diffusion in the pattern of correlations. Therefore, factor analysis is likely to be inappropriate. A value close to one shows that patterns of correlations are relatively compact and that factor analysis should yield reliable factors. In the present study, KMO measure of sampling adequacy is 0.69 which is classified as mediocre.

#### 5.2.1.2. Correlation among variables {#sec5.2.1.2}

The first iteration to check correlation and avoid multicollinearity and singularity ([@bib89]). Multicollinearity is that variables are correlated too highly whereas singularity is that variables are perfectly correlated. It is used to describe variables that are perfectly correlated (it means the correlation coefficient is 1 or -1). There are two methods for assessing multicollinearity or singularity:

1\) The first method is conducted by scanning the correlation matrix for all independent variables to eliminate variables with correlation coefficients greater than 0.90 ([@bib31]) or correlation coefficients greater than 0.80 ([@bib80]).

2\) The second method is to scan the determinant of the correlation matrix ([@bib41]). Multicollinearity or singularity may be in existence if the determinant of the correlation matrix is less than 0.00001. One simple heuristic is that the determinant of the correlation matrix should be greater than 0.00001 ([@bib31]). If the visual inspection reveals no substantial number of correlations greater than 0.3, PCA probably is not appropriate. Also, any variables that correlate with no others (*r = 0*) should be eliminated ([@bib31]).

The present study has conducted the following iterations:Iteration 1: remove any variable higher than 0.9 with all independent variables to avoid singularity and multicollinearity (17 variables).Iteration 2: the determinant of the correlation matrix is equal to 0.000 which is less than 0.00001. It implies that there is a problem with multicollinearity. By trial and error, it is found that *(P10) (P11) (P12)* and *(P13)* caused multicollinearity. Therefore, these factors have been deleted. Accordingly, the remaining variables are 13 variables.Iteration 3: EFA is repeated for the third time after removing these parameters. The determinant of the correlation matrix is equal to 0.001, which is greater than 0.00001.Iteration 4: the Anti-Image correlation matrix that contains Measures of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) is examined. All diagonal elements should be greater than 0.5 whereas the off-diagonal elements should all be very small (close to zero) in a good model ([@bib31]). The scan of Anti-image correlation matrix diagonal elements greater than 0.5 except three variables *P1, P15*, and *P16* which has values less than 0.5 equals to 0.459, 0.178, 0.383 respectively. Accordingly, the remaining variables have been reduced to ten variables.

#### 5.2.1.3. Bartlett\'s test {#sec5.2.1.3}

Bartlett\'s test can be used to test the adequacy of the correlation matrix. It tests the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity matrix where all the diagonal values are equal to one and all off-diagonal values are equal to zero. A significant test indicates that the correlation matrix is not an identity matrix where a significance value less than 0.05 and null hypothesis can be rejected ([@bib31]). The significance value (*p-value*) = 0.000 where less than significance level. Therefore, it indicates that correlations between variables are sufficiently large for Factor Analysis.

#### 5.2.1.4. Factor extraction by principal component analysis {#sec5.2.1.4}

Factor (component) extraction is the second step in conducting EFA to determine the smallest number of components that can be used to best represent interrelations among a set of variables ([@bib89]). Communalities for retained variables after extraction are more than 0.5 which show that these variables are reflected well by extracted factors. Accordingly, the factor analysis is reliable ([@bib31]). The Kaiser criterion stated that if the number of variables is less than 30, then the average communality is more than 0.7 and if the number of variables is greater than 250, then the mean communality is near or greater than 0.6 ([@bib86]). Based on this criterion, only six parameters have been retained. The retained parameters are *P1, P3, P4, P5, P6*, and *P7*.

This result can be confirmed by retaining all components with eigenvalues more than 1 that contains five components. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} illustrates initial eigenvalues with an eigenvalue of one or more are retained where that contains five components and percent of variance before and after the rotation. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} illustrates the components with each parameter. Finally, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows Rotated Component Matrix where the highest loading parameters for the first component are *P3, P1, P5, P4, P6,* and *P7* respectively.Table 2Total variance explained.Table 2ComponentInitial EigenvaluesExtraction Sums of Squared LoadingsTotal% of VarianceCumulative %Total% of Variance14.62835.60135.6014.62835.60121.54511.88747.4881.54511.88731.30710.05157.5391.30710.05141.0838.33165.8701.0838.33151.0067.73573.6051.0067.735Table 3Component matrix.Table 3IDComponent12345*P3*.847-.197.292*P1*.844.219.123-.213*P5*.821-.228.135.361.241*P4*.737.355-.315*P6*.728-.248-.217-.128-.201*P7*.565.110-.424.561

### 5.2.2. Regression methods {#sec5.2.2}

Regression analysis can be used for both cost drivers selection and cost prediction modeling. The current study focused on the cost driver\'s selection. Therefore, the forward, backward, stepwise methods are applied as follows.

#### 5.2.2.1. Forward method {#sec5.2.2.1}

Forward selection initiates with no variables in the model where each added variable is tested by a comparison criterion to improve the model performance. If the independent variable significantly improves the ability of the model to predict the dependent variable, then this predictor is retained in the model and the computer searches for a second independent variable ([@bib31]). Results are illustrated in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} where the model (1) included a single variable (*P3*) and its correlation factor is (0.85).Table 4Forward method results.Table 4ModelIndependent VariableRR SquareAdjusted R Square1*(P3)*0.850.730.722*(P3), (P14)*0.890.800.793*(P3), (P14), (P10)*0.920.840.844*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11)*0.930.870.865*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9)*0.940.890.896*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9), (P5)*0.950.900.907*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9), (P5), (P8)*0.950.910.908*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9), (P5), (P8), (P6)*0.960.920.91

#### 5.2.2.2. Backward elimination method {#sec5.2.2.2}

The backward method is the opposite of the forward method. In this method, all input independent variables are initially selected, and then the most unimportant independent variable are eliminated one-by-one based on the significance value of the t-test for each variable. The contribution of the remaining variable is then reassessed ([@bib31]). The results are illustrated in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} where the model (1) includes 16 variables and its correlation factor is (0.96).Table 5Backward elimination method results.Table 5ModelIndependent VariableRR SquareAdjusted R Square1*(P17), (P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P16), (P13), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P4), (P3), (P12), (P1), (P5), (P10)*0.960.930.922*(P17), (P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P16), (P13), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P3), (P12), (P1), (P5), (P10)*0.960.930.923*(P17), (P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P13), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P3), (P12), (P1), (P5), (P10)*0.960.930.924*(P17), (P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P3), (P12), (P1), (P5),(P10)*0.960.930.925*(P17), (P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P3), (P12), (P5), (P10)*0.960.930.926*(P17), (P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P3), (P12), (P10)*0.960.930.927*(P7), (P14), (P15), (P2), (P8), (P9), (P6), (P3), (P12), (P10)*0.960.930.92

#### 5.2.2.3. Stepwise method {#sec5.2.2.3}

Stepwise selection is an extension of the forward selection approach, where input variables may be removed at any subsequent iteration ([@bib31]). Despite forward selection, Stepwise selection tests at each step for variables to be included or excluded where stepwise is a combination of backward and forward methods. The results are illustrated in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} where the model (1) includes a single variable (*P3*) and its correlation factor is (0.85).Table 6Stepwise Method results.Table 6ModelIndependent VariableRR SquareAdjusted R Square1*(P3)*0.850.730.722*(P3), (P14)*0.890.800.793*(P3), (P14), (P10)*0.920.840.844*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11)*0.930.870.865*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9)*0.940.890.896*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9), (P5)*0.950.900.907*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9), (P5), (P8)*0.950.910.908*(P3), (P14), (P10), (P11), (P9), (P5), (P8), (P6)*0.960.920.91

### 5.2.3. Correlation {#sec5.2.3}

The relation among all variables are shown in the correlation matrix, the aim is to screen variable based only on the correlation matrix. Therefore, all independent variables that are highly correlated with each other will be eliminated (*R\>= 0.8*) and all dependent variables that are low correlated with the dependent variable (*R \<=0.3*).

Pearson Correlation is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables, giving a value between +1 and −1 where 1 is the positive correlation, 0 is no correlation, and −1 is the negative correlation. It is developed by Karl Pearson as a measure of the degree of linear dependence between two variables ([@bib31]). Correlation(r) can computed based on [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$r = \frac{\sum{XY - n\overline{X}\overline{Y}}}{\sqrt{\sum{X^{2} - n{\overline{X}}^{2}}}\sqrt{\sum{Y^{2} - n{\overline{Y}}^{2}}}}$$where.

*r:* the correlation coefficient.

*X*: dependent variable.

*Y*: Independent variable.

*n*: number of data points.

*X̅*: the mean of *X* values.

*Y̅*: the mean of *Y* values.

After the first scan of the correlation matrix, it found that: First, the correlation among independent variables *(P10) (P11) (P12)* and *(P13)* is highly correlated with *(P1)* where the correlation factor is approximately 0.86 for them. Second, the correlation among independent variables and the dependent variable *(P14), Rice (P15) (P16)* and *(P17)* are low correlated with the dependent variable (the cost of FCIP) where there is no relation between them. The correlation coefficient are 0.071, 0.206, 0.036, 0.104 and 0.19 respectively. Therefore, these variables are eliminated and correlation matrix scanned for the second iteration where all correlations are significant at *P=0.01* (level 2-tailed). The selected cost drivers are *P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8* and *P9.*

Spearman correlation is a nonparametric measure of statistical dependence between two variables using a monotonic function. A perfect Spearman correlation of +1 or −1 occurs when each of the variables is a perfect monotone function of the other ([@bib31]). Spearman correlation is more general than Pearson\'s coefficient, which only measures linear dependence. First, the Correlation among independent variables (P10) (P11) and (P12) is highly correlated with (P1) where correlation factor is approximately 0.86 for them. Second, Correlation among independent variables and the dependent variable (P14) (P15), and (P16) and (P17) are low correlated with the dependent variable (the cost of FCIP) where there is no relation between them. The correlation coefficient are 0.12, 0.18, 0.05, 0.14 and 0.19 respectively. Therefore, these variables are eliminated and correlation matrix scanned for the second time, all correlations are significant at P = 0.01 (level 2-tailed). The selected variables are (P1) (P3) (P4) (P5) (P6) (P7) (P8) and (P9) and (P13) as shown in [Table.9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

### 5.2.4. Hybrid feature models {#sec5.2.4}

Many limitations exist to the previous methods. According to the EFA model, this model needs a sufficient data set to be successfully conducted. Furthermore, if observed variables are highly similar to each other, factor analysis will identify a single factor to them. According to regression-based models, statistically, there are several points of criticism. [@bib92] indicated that testes are biased where there is a difference in significance level in the F-procedure as a test of forward regression method. To avoid model overfitting model, the expert judgment may be needed to validate the selected variables and the model instead of the validation data set ([@bib32]). According to correlation models, correlation cannot imply causation where a correlation between two variables is not a condition to identify a causal relationship. A correlation coefficient is not sufficient to identify the dependence structure between random variables ([@bib66]). The strength of a linear relationship between two variables can be identified by the Pearson correlation coefficient. However, its value generally does not completely characterize their relationship ([@bib23]).

ML models can be conducted subsequently to produce better performance ([@bib12]). A hybrid model is to merge two methods as one method to obtain better results as illustrated in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The first model is to conduct Pearson correlation where all independent variables are highly correlated (*R\>=0.8*) is eliminated and all independent variables low correlated (*R=\<0.3*) with dependent variable are eliminated, and then to conduct stepwise method to identify the final selection of variables. The results are shown in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}. The second hybrid model is to conduct the first approach without deleting independent variables low correlated (*R =\< 0.3*) with the dependent variable as shown in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 4The hybrid ML model concept.Fig. 4Fig. 5All results are plotted for each method.Fig. 5Table 7The results of the first iteration of the hybrid model (1).Table 7Hybrid Model (1)Independent VariableRR SquareAdjusted R Square1*(P3)*0.850.730.722*(P3), (P1)*0.880.770.763*(P3), (P1), (P6)*0.880.780.774*(P3), (P1), (P6), (P7)*0.890.790.78Table 8The results of the first iteration of the hybrid model (2).Table 8Hybrid Model (2)Independent VariableRR SquareAdjusted R Square1*(P3)*0.850.730.722*(P3), (P14)*0.890.800.793*(P3), (P14), (P6)*0.920.840.834*(P3), (P14), (P6), (P1)*0.930.860.855*(P3), (P14), (P6), (P1), (P9)*0.930.870.86Table 9Results of all methods.Table 9MethodSelect VariablesRNumber of variablesEFA*(P3), (P1), (P5), (P4),(P6) and (P7)*0.896Forward Method[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}Backward Method[Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}Stepwise Method[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}Pearson Correlation*(P1), (P3), (P4), (P5), (P6), (P7), (P8) and (P9)*0.898Spearman Correlation*(P1), (P3), (P4), (P5), (P6), (P7), (P8) and (P9) and (P13)*0.899hybrid model (1)[Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}hybrid model (2)[Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}

### 5.2.5. Discussion of key cost drivers' results {#sec5.2.5}

In the current study, the correlation coefficient between the dependent variable and the independent variable is used as the benchmark to compare the results of variable extraction methods. [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} summarize the results of methods where correlation is shown against the number of variables. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} can be used by a model developer to choose key cost drivers based on the following two criteria: First, the fewer number of variables that can represent the highest correlation with the outcome (cost of FCIP). Second, the availability of data at the conceptual stage where this chart provides a set of alternatives of the selected variables (cost drivers) to give the same accuracy with the outcome. For example, if the model developer wants to develop a model with the highest accuracy, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} suggests using backward elimination method to provide high correlation (*R=0.96*). However, the number of the required variables may be ten variables and that may not be available at the conceptual stage of the project.

The second logic trial is to use the fewer variables (assume four variables), [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} suggests the two methods with approximately the same correlation (Stepwise and Hybrid model 2). By looking at the corresponding [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} and [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, Stepwise method variables are *(P3) (P14) (P10), and (P11)* whereas Hybrid model (2) is *(P3) (P14) (P6),* and *(P1).* At this phase the model developer has two options to develop the proposed model, the choice will depend on the second criteria (availability of data at the conceptual stage). The final selection is based on the hybrid model (2). Accordingly, the four key cost drivers are *(P3) (P14) (P6*), and *(P1).*

For validation purpose, [@bib27] have conducted a study to identify key cost drivers of FCIPs based on only qualitative techniques such as Delphi method, fuzzy Delphi techniques, and fuzzy analytical hierarchy process. Whereas, the current study has identified the key cost drivers based on the quantitative statistical techniques (based on the collected data, not experts) such as Pearson correlation and stepwise regression. [@bib27] have identified the key cost drivers for FCIPs based on qualitative techniques. The final key cost drivers are area served (P1), pipeline total length (P3), year of construction (P14) and irrigation valves number (P6). As a result, the identified cost drivers based on qualitative methods are matching with the resulting cost drivers based on the second hybrid model. The key advantage of the hybrid model than qualitative methods is the automation of key cost drivers' identification where no experts have been needed.

5.3. Fuzzy modeling {#sec5.3}
-------------------

### 5.3.1. Application and analysis of traditional fuzzy model {#sec5.3.1}

The objective is to develop a parametric cost estimate model for FCIP for conceptual feasibility studies and cost estimation purposes. The collected data is divided into two sets: training set (89 cases, 80%) and validation set (22 cases, 20%). Once the key cost drivers are identified based on the quantitative approaches, these cost drivers can be applied as inputs to the fuzzy model. Therefore, the following step is to fuzzification the four key cost drivers and identify their MFs as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The most critical stage is to develop fuzzy rules base. Traditionally, experts are consulted to give their experience to develop such rules. For example, the current case study consists of four key cost drivers, each cost driver consists of seven MFs as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. For example, the input variable construction year consists of seven triangle MFs {MF~1~, MF~2~, MF~3~, MF~4~, MF~5~, MF~6~, MF~7~} as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Accordingly, the number of possible rules may equal (7^4^ = 2401 rules). Therefore, there is a need to automatically generate such rules.Fig. 6Fuzzy system for FCIPs, and MFs for key cost drivers.Fig. 6

### 5.3.2. Application and analysis of genetic-fuzzy model {#sec5.3.2}

On the other hand, Genetic-Fuzzy model has been developed to optimally generate fuzzy rules. The study has applied GA to optimally select the fuzzy rules where 2401 rules represent the whole possible search space for GA. The formulation of genetic algorithm model depends mainly on defining two core terms: a chromosome representation and an objective function. First, based on Michigan approach, the chromosomes represents the fuzzy rules where the number of chromosomes (*CH*~*n*~) are the number of fuzzy rules. Each chromosome is consists of five genes where four genes for the key input parameters *(P*~*1*~*, P*~*2*~*, P*~*3*~*, P*~*4*~*)* respectively and the fifth gene is for the output (the cost of FCIP). Each gene consists of one of the seven membership functions (MF~i~) where (*i*) is ranging from one to seven *(MF*~*1*~*:MF*~*7*~*)* as shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. For example: **IF** {Area served (P~1~) is MF~5~ **AND** Total length (P~2~) is MF~2~ **AND** Irrigation valves (P~3~) is MF~2~ **AND** construction year (P~4~) is MF~6~} **THEN** {The Cost LE/Mesqa is MF~3~}.Fig. 7The process of genetic fuzzy system.Fig. 7

Secondly, the fitness function is problem-dependent where the objective is to enhance the accuracy and quality of the system performance ([@bib37]). The fitness function can be formulated as the following [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} where the objective is to maximize the fitness function and minimize MAPE and the number of rules.$$\mathbf{Max}\ \left( \mathbf{F} \right) = \ \ \left( \frac{1}{\mathbf{MAPE} + \mathbf{Nr}}\  \right)\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ $$where: (F) is a fitness function and (Nr) is the number of rules and MAPE is as following [Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\mathbf{MAPE}\  = \ \frac{1}{\mathbf{n}}\sum\limits_{\mathbf{i} = 1}^{\mathbf{n}}\frac{\left| {\left( \mathbf{Y}_{\mathbf{actual}} \right)_{\mathbf{i}}\  - \left( \mathbf{Y}_{\mathbf{model}} \right)}_{\mathbf{i}} \right|}{\left( \mathbf{Y}_{\mathbf{model}} \right)_{\mathbf{i}}}\mathbf{x}100\ \ \ \ $$where (n) is the number of cases, (i) is the number of the case and Y~model~ is the outcome of model and Y~actual~ is the actual outcome. Moreover, MAPE can be replaced by the mean square error (MSE) as following [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\left. {{\mathbf{MSE} = \ \frac{1}{\mathbf{n}}\sum\limits_{\mathbf{i} = 1}^{\mathbf{n}}\left\lbrack \left( \mathbf{Y}_{\mathbf{actual}} \right) \right.}_{\mathbf{i}} - \left( \mathbf{Y}_{\mathbf{model}} \right)}_{\mathbf{i}} \right\rbrack^{2}\ \ \ \ $$

As shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the process of the developed model consists of five main steps:1.An initial population of chromosomes has been identified to represent the initial state of the fuzzy rules. The four key cost drivers have been fed to the fuzzy system.2.The fuzzy system produces the final output of the system (cost of FCIP) Y ~model~3.The Y~model~ has been fed to fitness function (F) to evaluate the model performance.4.GA uses the fitness function (F) to evaluate the search process where crossover probability and mutation probability have been set at 0.7 and 0.01 respectively.5.The new population of fuzzy rules has been produced based on crossover and mutation processes.

### 5.3.3. Discussion of fuzzy models' results {#sec5.3.3}

As shown in [Table.10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}, the number of generated rules by the GA-fuzzy model were 63 rules and the MAPE was 14.7%. On the other hand, a traditional fuzzy model has been built based on the experts 'experience where a total of 190 rules were generated to cover all the possible combinations of the fuzzy system and MAPE was 26.3 %. According to the cost of computation, the traditional fuzzy model needs computation cost less than the genetic-fuzzy model. Moreover, the results show that the rules generated by experts may have redundant rules which can be deleted to improve the model computation and performance. Moreover, the expert\'s knowledge cannot cover all combination to represent all possible rules (2401 rules). In addition, the generation of the experts\' rules is time and effort consuming process. However, the GA approach provides fewer rules that optimally cover all the possible rules and provide the optimal accuracy and performance of the developed system.Table 10Comparison of traditional fuzzy model and genetic-fuzzy model.Table 10Criterion∖modelTraditional fuzzy modelGenetic-fuzzy modelMAPE26.3%14.7%R^2^0.610.77Generated fuzzy rules190 of 240163 of 2401Fuzzy rules generationBy expertsAutomated by GAComputation complexityLess than Genetic fuzzy modelMore than the traditional fuzzy modelTime and effortHighLow

For model validation, [@bib28] have developed a quadratic regression model and ANNs that can predict the conceptual cost for FCIPs at 9% MAPE. Data transformation plays an important role in prediction accuracy. However, the main gap of this research is lacking the uncertainty modeling to the prediction cost model. Although the prediction accuracy of the quadratic regression modeling was approximately 9% better than the genetic fuzzy model by approximately 5.7%, the fuzzy model would produce more reliable prediction results due to taking uncertainty into account. [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the actual and predicted cost for fuzzy and genetic fuzzy models where the genetic fuzzy model has improved the performance from R^2^ = 0.61 to R^2^ = 0.77. This improvement results from a good representation of fuzzy rules using genetic algorithm optimization.Fig. 8(A) Actual and predicted cost for fuzzy logic system (B) Actual and predicted cost for genetic fuzzy system.Fig. 8

The proposed intelligent methodology consists of two main stages. The first stage is feature engineering using the collected data to automatically identify the key cost drivers. The select cost drives provides the high accuracy based on the least number of predictors as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} where hybrid model 2 has been select to filter the given data. The second stage is parametric modeling using the data to predict the conceptual cost with considering uncertainty and achieving the most accurate results. Genetic fuzzy model has been develop to formulate cost estimating relationships (CERs) taking uncertainty into account. These two stages have been incorporated together to build the intelligent methodology for conceptual cost prediction as shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 9Intelligent methodology architecture.Fig. 9

The following points summarize the recommendations and future trends:I.This study recommended applying both qualitative ([@bib27]) and quantities approache to obtain the most reliable cost drives. Such a procedure can be called a hybrid approach for cost drivers\' identification. The limitation of the hybrid approach is that both experts\' and historical cases are required to be operated on.II.The conceptual cost estimate is conducted under uncertainty. Therefore, this study recommended using fuzzy theory such as Fuzzy Logic and to develop a hybrid model based on fuzzy logic to obtain uncertainty nature for the developed model and produce more reliable performance.III.The hybrid fuzzy model presents a superior performance than the single fuzzy model. Fuzzy membership function and fuzzy rules can be automated based on hybrid fuzzy models to produce more reliable predictions. Therefore, this study recommends developing an automated hybrid fuzzy rules models than traditional fuzzy models. In addition, this recommendation can be generalized not only for fuzzy cost estimation models but also for all fuzzy modeling in different applications. Accordingly, hybrid fuzzy modeling is a future research trend in engineering prediction and computation modeling.IV.The Genetic algorithm is a powerful tool to select the optimal set of the cost drivers where the prediction error is minimized. GAs is used widely for hybrid model development.V.Computational models and information systems have been applied in business and construction industry to effectively improve the job efficiency ([@bib24]). Therefore, the hybrid model represents the current trend of parametric cost modeling to improve the model performance and accuracy where the limitations of each technique can be avoided. The objective is to develop computerized automated systems with less interventions of humans to save time, effort and avoid human error for cost estimate. Moreover, computer technologies have a great ability to deal with vast data and complicated computations.VI.There is a need to develop a model that has the ability to give justification on the model\'s results and to give answers and interpretations for the predicted cost. That may require a higher level of AI and may represent the future trend of cost modeling. Moreover, such a concept may be generalized for any prediction model. The objective is to avoid the estimator\'s biases, warn the user to the input parameters of the model, and to avoid the limitation of the black box nature.

6. Conclusion {#sec6}
=============

The study presents an intelligent sequential methodology which provides a roadmap for conceptual cost modeling. The main contribution of the methodology is to avoid depending on experts\' opinions to identify the key cost drivers and to take the uncertainty concept in the cost prediction modeling. The methodology automatically determines the cost drivers based only on the quantitative data without using on experts' opinions such as questionnaire survey, Delphi methods, or analytical hierarchy process. The methodology conducts fuzzy logic theory to prediction modeling to maintain uncertainty to the prediction value. The present study has discussed fuzzy modeling and its benefit to obtain uncertainty for the studied case. In addition, the study highlights the main problem for fuzzy modeling which is fuzzy rules generation. This study has reviewed the hybrid fuzzy model methodologies to generate rules such as evolutionary fuzzy model. Moreover, a case study has been conducted to investigate the effectiveness of quantitative approaches than qualitative approach and hybrid fuzzy modeling such as genetic-fuzzy model than traditional fuzzy modeling. The study emphasizes the importance of quantitative approaches for key cost drives and the genetic fuzzy model for conceptual cost prediction.

The methodology has been validated by application to FCIPs where this methodology have been compared to a tradition methodology based on qualitative cost drivers' identification ([@bib27]) and deterministic cost prediction ([@bib28]). However, many limitations exist in the study:1The methodology needs to be applied for several projects to be generalized.2Applying correlation methods to select the key cost drivers may produce wrong cost drivers\' identification as the correlation doesn\'t mean causation. Therefore, it is recommended to apply both qualitative and quantitative approaches to obtain the most reliable cost drives. Such a procedure can be called a hybrid approach for cost drivers\' identification. The limitation of the hybrid approach is that both experts\' and historical cases are required to be operated on.3Applying fuzzy logic model may decrease the prediction accuracy where regression and ANNs may produce a better prediction accuracy. However, applying fuzzy theory is recommended to take uncertainty concepts to the conceptual cost model.4Automation the cost models are prone to many machine learning problems such as overfitting issues, hyper-parameter selection, and validation.5This study has not discussed all models such as neuro-fuzzy models and MF generation. Therefore, further studies needed to compare and analyze the different performances of such models.

Therefore, several future research studies are needed to develop these limitations.
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